THE LARGEST GREEN ROOFTOP ON A STREET LEVEL COVERING ON A PUBLIC UNDERGROUND PLACE

Lying within a 4.3 hectares area, the project proposed by SEURA architectes in association with the landscape designer Philippe Raguin, creates a clearly delineated and comprehensible single space that fully expresses the size of the site and recreates generous views over Paris.

The project places emphasis on a planted environment by introducing a large meadow between two wooded borders. Atolls positioned over this planted carpet create a slight sense of movement and provide a setting for mature trees.

A central lane crosses the site, reaching for the Bourse de Commerce building to Boulevard de Sébastopol, and passing below the roof of the Canopée cutting across the promenade reaching from Rue Montorgueil to Rue du Pont Neuf.

Two lanes complete the grid running next to the wooded borders to the north and south and alongside Rue Rambuteau and rue Berger.